
                       Sunday 5th January 2020 Brighouse B v Ripon A 

 

       The  B Team assembled for the first time in many years without Chris Fort at it's head, but he 

was in the room with the C Team, taking a keen interest. He and Pauline had kindly stepped down 

to accommodate Chris and Kevin from the A Team, and retain pairs in form. 

 

Round 1 saw 3 swings to us and 4 to them but we came out 3 imps up overall despite losing 2 

games on board 6 when  West opens 1NT  and our Norths with 15HCPs passed and kept it to 5 and  

6 tricks but both of their pairs bid and made 4S. We were rescued by Ray and Terry making 4H on 

board7 and Neil and George taking 3NTs off  on board8 which made at the other tables. 

 

Round 2 again showed more swings to them but this time we added 11imps overall. On board 11 

Ray and Terry   got 3NTs off, despite it making 11tricks twice, and Ingrid and Paul made the only 

slam on board 12 thanks to a splinter bid. 

 

Round 3 We scored on 5 boards for a further 14imps and a lead of 28. Outstanding was 1500 to us 

net  when   board22 1NTx went for 1,100 and 800 against N/G and I/P and when both of their pairs 

decided mistakenly to bid game in Spades R/T got them 1 off. 

        On board 18 3 pairs made 4H + 1,  C/K got 6H off for a vulnerable game swing. 

        On board 18 3NT and 4S makes for E/W but we made 11 tricks in  2S  and went off 2 in 4S, 

losing 15 points. 

 

Round4 was all over the  place in terms of results and we lost by  20imps to win the match 11-9 and  

loose out on the potential 13-7 we held going into  the last round,needing only 1 more imp for14-6! 

      Board 26 was a disaster with I/P doubling 3H + 1 for 930 away and R/ T  being doubled in 3H -

2 for 500 away! 

      On board 32 N /G suffered when South opened 2NT with singleton 8H and was put to game 

with4 points by N, then receiving a natural spade lead fro 5 to give 9 top tricks. Difficult to find H 

lead from AKx when even 1NT may fail! 

 

       To summarise I'd say we played a fairly competent and aggressive team and managed to win 

with all pairs having at least one good round. We didn't handle the more extreme boards in the last 

round as well as them and made mistakes which cost us a heathy score. 

 

 

                                                                                          Neil , acting captain 

   

 

 

                                 R 1                 R2                 R3             R4           Net Total 

            1 N/G         -180                +770            +1820         -810           +1600 

             2R/T          +700               -810              -1800         -460            -2370            

            3 P/I            +100               +1340           +1870       -830            +2480 

            4 K/C          -570                -690              -1040        -800            -3100 

            

         

 

 

               


